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life. Objavi komentar. This relay was used as a protection for sidestand security switch at the
begining of Virago production. If bike's sidestand is down, for security reasons the bike cannot
start. Later this relay was abandoned as unnecessary while sidestand switch remained is
connected directly to TCI. Diode assy contains few diodes inside. The first assy model contains
three diodes for isolation of three electronic circuits one of them was a sidestand circuit with its
sidestand relay. Later when sidestand relay was abandoned, there was no neccessity for third
diode and second generation assy used on newer Virago modles contains only two diodes.
Cut-off relay is one part of flasher assy 41R second part is flasher circuit. This small relay is
used as a relay for engaging the big relay of starter motor. When security percautions are
satisfied: the sidestand is up and gear in neutral position or clutch handle pressed only then
this relay will be activated and starter motor will be able to start the engine. The starter relay
solenoid is big power relay. Starter motor ger. Anlasser is very powerfull DC motor which starts
the engine and loads big current from a battery while starting. The small start switch on
handlebar couldn't withstand switching of such a big current for starter motor so it leaves this
job to starter relay and is used only for engaging starter relay which furthermore switches the
powerfull starter motor. Nema komentara:. Pretplati se na: Objavi komentare Atom. Yamaha xv
Virago electrical schema sidestand relay presented here abandoned on later models the wire
colors are real ones. Search everywhere only in this topic. Advanced Search. Classic List
Threaded. Permanent starter fix? This post was updated on. I'm looking to buy a used 82 Virago
, the owner told me that its starter needs to be fixed. I've done some research and it seems older
Viragos are infamous for starter clutch problems. I'm gonna have to crack open the bike to
replace the starter clutch gear so I figured I should see if there are some permanent fixes out
there. I checked google and nothing consistent came up, some people said to remove the
spring, other people said to ensure the starter has a ground wire running straight to the battery.
Do any of these fixes work? Thank you Update: I did a bit more digging and found a detailed
post explaining all sorts of fixes and preventative measures that should be done. Re: Permanent

starter fix? Basically you need the complete left side swap, cover, starter and all the gears
inside including the pins and the sliding forks. I tried everything else and nothing worked until I
swapped the left side. It is not that difficult of a job, but you will need to find the parts and those
are not easy to come by. The photo attached shows you the parts you need. There used to be a
post in the ViragoTechForum site a few years ago, I'm not sure if it is still there or not. Other
than that you can live with the "bag of rocks" sound of the original starter system and forget
about it. Free forum by Nabble. Edit this page. It was one of the few cruiser-style motorcycles
available with a shaft drive instead of a chain or belt final drive system, as well as a V-twin
engine of that size. Its heavily chromed body styling was also distinctive. The Virago line was
born in with the XV In , the larger was introduced alongside the , with several more deluxe
features. This model was discontinued in as the "Star" range of motorcycles took over as the
cruiser line from Yamaha. The DragStar is often seen as the successor to the XV According to
Motorcyclist magazine, [1] the early Virago has a design flaw in the starter system. This
magazine states that the starter's defect exists in early Virago models and However, the same
flawed starter system was installed in the XV, which was produced until , and the XV The XV had
an improved system since it began production in , which doesn't present the flaws. Also the XV
and the XV and up do not present the starter system flaws found in the earlier Viragos.
Motorcyclist Magazine [1] suggested welding the ring gear to its backing plate to solve the
problem. Other solutions commonly used are the use of shims, which was Yamaha's proposed
solution, then also the use of a newly designed idler gear. None of these solutions are
considered or proved to be permanent, and applying only one of them will not address other
existing flaws in the system; however, great improvements have been reported by Virago
owners that have applied them. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article possibly
contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline
citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. September Learn
how and when to remove this template message. Yamaha motorcycles. Category Commons.
Yamaha motorcycle timeline, sâ€”present. Categories : Yamaha motorcycles Cruiser
motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Articles that may contain original
research from September All articles that may contain original research. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Yamaha Motor Company.
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Troubleshooting Troubleshooting 80 Troubleshooting chart Yamaha XVP. Any reprinting or of
fine sporting, touring, and pacesetting rac- unauthorized use without the written ing machines.
Page 5 Therefore, while this manual contains the most current product information avail- able at

the time of printing, there may be minor discrepancies between your motorcycle and this
manual. If there is any question concerning this manual, please consult your Yamaha dealer.
Page 7 Fuel Page 8 Replenishing the battery fluid However, they also impose certain limits,
which you must accept; even the best motorcycle does not ignore the laws of physics. Rear
wheel 2. Rear turn signal light Main switch 3. Tool kit Shift pedal 4. Seat Steering lock 5. Air filter
Front wheel 6. Front turn signal light Clutch lever 7. Page Motorcycle Identification Record the
key identification number, frame serial number and model label information in the spaces
provided for assistance when or- dering spare parts from a Yamaha dealer or for reference in
case the vehicle is stolen. Page Frame Serial Number See page for seat removal pro- cedures.
Record the information on this label in the space provided. This information will be needed to
order spare parts from your Yamaha dealer. Frame serial number 1. Model label The key EAB
can be removed in this position. Main switch The main switch controls the ignition and lightEAB ing systems. Its operation is described below. P Parking The taillight and auxiliary light
come on but all other circuits are off. EAB Speedometer The speedometer shows riding speed.
This speedometer is equipped with an odometer and trip odometer. To signal a left-hand turn,
push the switch to the left. All turn cycle overturns or if trouble occurs in the throt- signal lights
will flash simultaneously when tle system. Page Clutch Lever EAB Clutch lever The clutch lever
is located on the left handle- bar, and the ignition circuit cut-off system is in- corporated in the
clutch lever holder. Pull the clutch lever to the handlebar to disengage the clutch, and release
the lever to engage the clutch. The key cannot be removed if The lock will be released and the
cap can be the cap is not locked properly. If you are run- The fuel cock supplies fuel from the
tank to ning out of fuel while riding with the fuel the carburetors while also filtering it. A
separate starter circuit supplies this fuel directly to the carburetors. After checking to see that
the steering is locked, remove the key from the lock and close the cover. Adjust spring preload
as fol- cut-off system. The motorcycle must not be lows. Turn the adjusting ring in direction a to
ridden when the sidestand is down. CDE Page 25 5. Push the start switch. Does the engine
start? The neutral switch may be defective. The motorcycle should not be ridden until checked
by a Yamaha dealer. With the engine still running: 6. Move the sidestand up. Keep the clutch
lever pulled. Page Brakes Do a Yamaha dealer. Ask a Yamaha dealer for immediate repairs. A
EAE soft, spongy feeling could indicate a haz- Front brake fluid leakage ardous condition in the
brake system. Page Clutch Make sure the grip returns by spring Such leakage could indicate a
hazardous force when released. There should be a free condition. If the free play is incorrect,
ask a Yamaha dealer to make this adjustment. Also, level. Fill with oil as necessary. Tire air
pressure 1. Page 32 Do not carry or if the side wall is cracked, contact a loosely packed items
that can shift. Se- Yamaha dealer immediately and have curely pack your heaviest items close to
the tire replaced. If it is absolutely neces Page Cast Wheels 1. Always inspect the wheels before
a ride. Take the Check for cracks, bends, or warpage of motorcycle to a Yamaha dealer or refer
to the the wheels. If any abnormal condition ex- Service Manual for correct tightening torque.
Fuel may deteriorate painted surfaces or plastic parts. Page 38 When the transmission is in
neutral, the neu- hard with a cold engine. If the light 7. After warming up the engine, turn off the
does not come on, ask a Yamaha dealer to in- starter completely. Do not coast for long periods
with the engine is warm. Do not operate it at one set throttle the break-in period, consult a
Yamaha position. Park the motor- cycle in a place where pedestrians or chil- dren are not likely
to touch the motorcycle. Do not park the motorcycle on a slope or soft ground; EAH Periodic
inspection, adjustment and lubrica- tion will keep your motorcycle in the safest EAH and most
efficient condition possible. Safety is Tool kit an obligation of the motorcycle owner. Consult a
Yamaha dealer before attempt- ing any changes. When disassembling the master cylinder or
caliper cylinder, replace the brake fluid. Normally check the brake fluid level and fill the master
cylinder with fluid as required. Oil level inspection a. Place the motorcycle on a level place and
hold it in an upright position. Warm up the engine for several minutes. A slight tilt to- ward the
side can result in false readings. Page 49 2. Engine oil and oil filter element replace- ment a.
Warm up the engine for a few minutes. Stop the engine. Place an oil pan under the engine and
remove the oil filler cap. Drain plug d. Remove the oil filter cover bolts, oil filter and O-ring. Page
50 e. Reinstall the drain plug and tighten it to Tightening torque: the specified torque. Oil filter
cover bolt: 7 Nm 0. Install the new oil filter, new O-ring and the filter cover. It should be cleaned
more fre- Engine oil also lubricates the clutch quently if you are riding in unusually wet or and
additives could cause clutch slip- dusty areas. Page 52 4. Remove the air filter case cover.
Remove the hoses and the air filter case. Remove the wing bolt. Wing bolt Page 53 6. Pull out
the element. Remove the element from its guide and clean it with solvent. After cleaning, remove the remaining solvent by squeez- ing the element. Install by reversing the removal procedures. EUU 1. Air filter element 2. Throttle stop screw Standard idle speed Page Valve Clearance
Adjustment The correct valve clearance changes with yourself. You should periodically re-

engine noise. To prevent this, the valve clear- move and inspect the spark plugs because ance
must be adjusted regularly. Have the spark plug tightened to the specified torque as soon as
possible. EAH Front brake lever free play adjustment 1. Locknut 2. Adjusting bolt 3. Free play
make this adjustment. Turn the adjuster on the brake rod clockwise to reduce free play or
counter- clockwise to increase free play. The rear brake pedal adjustment must be checked
whenever the chain is ad- justed or the rear wheel is removed and then reinstalled. Check the
operation of the brake light after adjusting the rear brake. EAH 1. Page 61 Apply the brake and
inspect the wear indica- tor. If the brake pads are worn to the wear lim- tor. If the indicator
reaches the wear limit line, ask a Yamaha dealer to replace the shoes. Use only the designated
quality brake flu- 6. Have a Yamaha dealer check the cause id. Otherwise, the rubber seals may
dete- if the brake fluid level goes down. Complete fluid replacement should be done only by
trained Yamaha service personnel. Have a Yamaha dealer replace the fol- lowing components
during periodic main- 1. Adjuster a. Free play tenance or when they are damaged or leaking. If
the slack exceeds 40 mm, adjust. Page Drive Chain Slack Adjustment 2. Remove the cotter pin
from the axle nut. Drive chain slack EAI 1. Axle nut 2. Cotter pin 3. Locknut Drive chain slack
adjustment 4. Adjuster 5. Alignment marks 1. Loosen the rear brake adjuster. Loosen the axle
nut. Page 66 the swingarm and a match mark on each chain adjuster. Use these marks to align
the rear wheel. Keep the slack within the specified limits. If only kerosene to clean the drive
chain. EAI Brake and shift pedals Lubricate the pivoting parts. Page Front Fork Inspection Push
down hard on the handlebars seve- ral times and check if the fork rebounds smoothly. If any
free Wheel bearings play can be felt, ask a Yamaha dealer to in- If there is play in the front or
rear wheel hub or spect and adjust the steering. Inspection is if the wheel does not turn
smoothly, have a easier if the front wheel is removed. If the gerous, causing severe burns, etc. It
con- breather pipe is positioned in such a way tains sulfuric acid. Avoid contact with as to
cause battery electrolyte or gas to skin, eyes or clothing. The battery fluid should be chain.
Battery fluid may weaken the chain checked at least once a month. Page Fuse Replacement
Turn on the switches and see if bulb headlight. If the headlight bulb burns out, the electrical
device operates. If the fuse replace the bulb as follows: immediately blows again, consult a 1.
Remove the screws holding the light unit Yamaha dealer. Page 74 3. Turn the bulb holder
counterclockwise to remove it and remove the defective bulb. Light unit assembly 2. Disconnect
the headlight coupler, remove the light unit assembly and then the cover. Loosen the pinch bolt
and wheel axle. Front wheel installation When installing the front wheel, reverse the removal
procedure. Pay attention to the fol- lowing points: 1. Make sure the wheel hub and the speedometer gear unit are installed with the projections meshed into the slots. Make sure the wheel
axle is properly Securely support the motorcycle so there torqued. Page 78 1. Tension bar 2.
Cotter pin 1. Locknut 3. Nut tension bar bolt 4. Brake rod 4. Alignment marks 5. Brake adjuster
5. Remove the axle nut cotter pin and the 3. Remove the brake adjuster and brake axle nut. Pay
attention to the follow- adjusting the rear brake. Adjust the drive chain. Page Troubleshooting
The troubleshooting chart describes a quick, easy procedure for making checks. If your
motorcycle requires any repair, bring it to a Yamaha dealer. The skilled technicians at a Yamaha
dealership have the tools, experi- ence, and know-how to properly service your motorcycle.
Page Troubleshooting Chart Remove the spark plugs and check the electrodes. The engine
does not start. Have a Yamaha dealer check the vehicle. Check the battery. Battery The engine
turns over The battery is good. Frequent, thorough cleaning of your motor- Many expensive
repair bills have resulted cycle will not only enhance its appearance but from improper high
pressure detergent ap- will improve its general performance and ex Page Storage 7. Clean the
seat with a vinyl upholstery 2. Remove the empty fuel tank, pour a cup cleaner to keep the cover
pliable and of SAE 10W30 or 20W40 motor oil in the glossy. Page 84 7. Tie a plastic bag over the
exhaust pipe outlet to prevent moisture from entering. If storing in a humid or salt-air atmosphere, coat all exposed metal surfaces with a light film of oil. Do not apply oil to any rubber
parts or the seat cover. Print page 1 Print document 93 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Discussion
in ' Old's Cool ' started by Tommy2 , Sep 21, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Tommy2 , Sep 21,
Joined: Apr 8, Oddometer: Bought a '82 XV a couple weeks ago. Got the bike looking good, runs
pretty good. The starter sometimes wouldn't catch. It'd spin for a second, then grab, rattled alot,
etc.. Seems pretty common. Comes with an O-ring, 2 starter bolts, G clip, and a 1mm thick shim.
I removed my starter and started tearing into it. Apparently someone has already shimmed it..
Theres 3 shims that are about 1mm total thickness. So basically this starter was already "fixed"
and it still has the same problem. So that pretty well stopped me in my tracks.. I'm not sure what
to do now. I'm honestly not even sure how these shims help anything? Were they located in the
right spot? The diagram that came with the kit is not of much help. It also includes a rubber
o-ring spacer to use between a couple of the gears. And also specfied to flip the 2 idler gear

around so the non-worn portion will now face the flywheel. Will doing these steps alone correct
the issue? BTW, I would have looked or asked on the Viragotech forum.. Their site seems to
have a lot of problems. Resting against the starter is the 3 shims that were inside - that is where
they were located. The kit with the shim, o-ring, g clip and bolts are in front. The second photo
shows where the o-ring is supposed to be located. Are you sure the shims you found in the tear
down weren't there from stock and you are supposed to add your new shims to the stack?
Many, many "Virgos" did. If there were ever a time for "they all do that" this would be it. If you
can I'd stick with the OE pipes too. The carbs can be a bitch to get set up right with aftermarket
stuff. Oh yeah Yamaha, my favorite brand of Japanese motorcycles, but the Virago can be a
challenge. Tommy2 , Sep 22, I went ahead and just welded the 2 pieces together. From what I
can gather, the shims are just to prevent the large ring gear from spinning. Welding is a much
better solution. Not the best welds, but it'll hold. Matching weld on the other side: The ring gear
was stuck to the piece pretty good when I pulled them out. I thought for sure someone had
epoxied them.. So it's possible the shims were doing their job and had the 2 pieces held
together fairly well. I'll still use the new shim, plus maybe one of the OEM original shims to help
hold everything super tight and not stress the welds. I also found another shim on the other
side of the gears.. No idea if it's supposed to be there or not.. Will just put it back where I found
it. Should have it all reinstalled this afternoon. Should have ordered a new side cover gasket as
well - but hoping some gasket maker can save this one.. Don't feel like waiting a week for a new
one to arrive. RedRocket , Sep 23, Don't take it personally, the Viragotech site is still down for
repairs. Sorry I can't help you. On my 82 I got lucky and found an 85 model parts bike for cheap.
I upgraded my entire system and now mine starts like a normal bike. ADV Sponsors. Tommy2 ,
Sep 23, That's much better.. Maybe I can do the same if I keep the bike long term. I got it back
together and cranked the motor several times. Not sure how to correct it.. I used the G clip, but
didn't use the idler gear 2 spacer.. It would have put the throw gear too close to the flywheel and
probably rubbed on it. Awful, awful design. I think this might be as good as it gets. You have the
throw gear crashing into the flywheel.. Hate to finish the job with these results.. Eventually the
flywheel and 2 idler gear will wear out like this. I think that if it's working better and more often
you shouldn't be looking for perfection here, and just start it when you need to start it. I guess
that's pretty much the scenerio. Hopefully fill it with oil today and ride it around a bit. Emoto ,
Sep 23, Having had the pleasure of wrenching professionally at a Yamaha shop in the s, I saw
my share of these. I never tired welding one up like you did; it will be interesting to see how well
it goes. At least with the shims, it is pretty quick to put them in and test it until you get the
"right" number defined as working well in there. While you're in there, I recommend cleaning up
the armature as best you can to get the carbon residue off the coppery areas. Can help it spin a
little stronger. Yea, I did that. I started the bike up a few times today. It does seem much better.
No more spinning. Didn't bind, or grind much.. Have another issue though.. Was running pretty
crappy trying to get warmed up with the choke off. I think the intake boots are breathing in a lot
of air. Went ahead and ordered them. Sucks that the riding season is almost over and I've barely
been able to enjoy it.. Tommy2 , Oct 11, Any tips on the carbs? I think I'm running a little lean..
Rebuilt petcocks and new intake boots. Takes a little bit to get warmed up. It otherwise has a lot
of power and accelerates really well. I'm not really worried about it. The bike is otherwise fine
and I put over 80 miles on it yesterday. Also, I woulnd't bother with the Chopper Bob kit. That
was a total waste of money. My starter was already shimmed and was still slipping. I just simply
welded the ring gear inside. His kit also comes with a rubber spacer.. Don't use it. It will put the
idler gear right on top of the flywheel. In fact.. I should ask for my money back after buying it..
Pretty dissapointing. Since the bike is running well, It sounds like your carburetors are in pretty
good shape. If you haven't been riding it much, I'd put a few ounces of Seafoam in the tank and
go for a nice long ride before adjusting anything on the carburetors. From there, the only things
I would suggest are to double check the float level on the center stand , check the balance at
idle and 3K, and then finish dialing in the idle mixture. The idle circuit is more important on
these bikes than a lot of people realize because of their lower RPM range. Some people try
setting the idle by pulling and grounding one plug wire and then adjusting the idle mixture for
peak RPM on the running cylinder. Personally, I invested in a Colortune plug - and it's perfect
for quickly getting the idle mixture set without guessing. One more thing, you say you think
you're running lean - and your description of having problems getting it warmed up and off the
choke fit that as well. These carbs came stock with main jets in the front and in the rear. The
Keyster kit includes main jets and their own matching main needle - that's what I'm running now
with stock intake and exhaust. Sorry, didn't mean to threadjack a starter thread. If I can help
further, start up a carb tuning thread or just hit me up privately. Good luck! Tommy2 , Oct 12, I
tried to join the forum, but my membership was never activated. Guess I should try again. Yea, I
am NOT going to do a full tear down on these carbs with just this minor issue. I can live with it.

Not gonna dump days of time and a bunch of money to fix it. It's nothing major. I've ran seafoam
through it a couple times. No difference. Luckily this bike was ridden a lot of the past year
several thousand miles by the previous owner , so the carbs should be gunk free. At this point
in the riding season, I'm seeing if I can sell the bike. Could use the money for more important
stuff right now. I do like the bike a lot though.. Aside from the starter, petcocks, intake books,
and a few other misc issues - they seem like very good bikes. Stephenlr , Mar 29, Joined: Mar
20, Oddometer: 1. Thanks to all on this forum. I just removed the starter on my virago, the gear
shown in the photo above that was welded is different in my Virago. Its one piece, a sold gear
that can slip in the cover. To weld it, I would have to weld it to the casing. I took it out and
removed the grease and used metal pins to try to lock it in place. I did not do anything to the
starter gears. Tommy2 , Apr 7, Wow this was an old thread! Just to update the issue I had in the
last few posts, I ended up having to tear the carbs down and flush them out. It was starting to
act up pretty bad. After cleaning them, I ran it around the block and it was perfect. I sold the bike
the same day! I miss it.. The starter was perfect after welding it.. Just a terrible design. This is a
well-known problem with those, and I think the online Virago owner's resources even list people
who sell upgraded parts to fix it. Joined: Apr 13, Oddometer: 3. I want to ask a question
regarding one of the responses in this thread. What exactly do I need to do to upgrade a Virago
to the second generation starting system? What year bikes can donate parts? I have a really
strong running with the normal P. Push starting works fine but looks so low-rent when viewed
by the general public You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I
wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? It describes that early system, with its
mechanical engagement approach using springs and clips. This paper covers the redesigned
system used on cc. Before we get going, a couple of cautions. This paper does not describe the
full procedures for working on starter systems, or the disassembly and reassembly required to
do so. If you are going to try any of these procedures yourself, you had best have some
knowledge of motorcycle mechanics and electrics, and a Factory Service Manual or other
manual to guide you. If you are a beginner we were all beginners once and want to have a go at
it, be ready to make mistakes, some possibly costly. Try to understand any procedures you are
going to attempt as fully as possible before you do them. Remember, the bike is yours. You
must be ready to take full responsibility for anything you do or have done to it. You must
evaluate the information given here and decide for yourself whether it makes sense to you, and
whether you are competent to attempt your own repairs. We are now going to look at the
redesigned Virago starter system. It came to the U. This unit is actually made up of two separate
components, the start motor, and the reduction gear assembly. See the attached diagram. The
design of the starter motor is typical. Brushes and commutators can easily be inspected, and
manuals give resistance tests for the armature and field coils although sometimes these can
test O. This later design is believed to provide somewhat increased starting power, and longer
lasting performance. One reason given is that current is no longer required to service the field
coil magnets, so more is available to power the armature. In any case, where you have to
replace a starter, I would recommend going with the four brush design. But generally all these
starter motors are O. So when starter problems develop, owners should not necessarily rush
out and buy a new or rebuilt starter, since that may not correct the problem. There are other
factors to be considered as we shall see, before the motor itself is determined to be the villain.
This is the component which reduces the revs of the fast spinning starter motor so that the
starter output shaft spins much slower than the starter motor, thereby providing the high torque
necessary to turn over the engine. The fix was to lock this ring into the piece below it with JB
Weld or by other means. If you disassemble a starter and there are signs that the ring has been
spinning, check out my article on the earlier systems on this website and read more about ring
gears, and how to fix spinning problems. One explanation offered is that the gear ratio between
the starter output shaft and the fly wheel may have been lowered somewhat, placing less stress
on the system. Short-shaft starters will not work in bikes with the redesigned system! The older
starters relied on a mechanical system which was much less effective and reliable. The new
system employs a solenoid Bendix type engagement approach, where a strong electro-magnet
solenoid is activated when the starter button is pushed. The engine cranks. The end result is
that engagement is much more positive and reliable. The older system really had no clutch at
all. The sprag clutch is a one-way clutch which bites hard when torque is applied to it from the
starter side, but spins freely if torque is placed on it from the engine side or backwards, as in
the case of a backfire when starting, and briefly after the engine has started. On most Viragos
these new starter systems give no problems at all, unless abused, except maybe after very long
usage. However, it is not a perfect world and some problems have developed in some bikes.
Here is a run down of the most common ones, and what to do about them. Remove the starter
motor requires pulling the left side cover and check it for brush wear, signs of over-heating,

armature continuity, etc. If the starter motor is basically sound, replace worn brushes and do
other starter maintenance and lubrication chores not fully described here. Check for signs of a
spinning planetary ring gear, and correct if necessary. In the event major faults are found, buy a
new or rebuilt starter from one of the sources listed at the end of this paper, or from one that
you like. The side cover has to come off to get to it. A good starter clutch should lock up tight in
the engagement direction, and roll smoothly and nicely in the other direction. You can test this
somewhat by hand. If it locks in both directions that is also a fault as it will cause problems
when the starter disengages. The starter clutch was redesigned around for better action and the
new part number is 3LP If the clutch is gone it must be replaced. A new one will not be cheap,
but there is no way around it. If you install one on a bike built earlier than , you will, in theory, be
getting an upgraded design. This is not too common with later model Virago starter systems in
my experience, but it does happen. You need to pull the side cover and see what is going on. If
idler gear 2 8 in graphic is badly chewed it should be replaced. See more on this below. Part
Number 5A one required , replaces old style 12 Drive lever collar, and shortens the throw on the
idler gear. Part Number M two required shims up the drive lever spring 17 for better action, but
note that These latter collars have been discontinued by Yamaha. They are probably not too
important, and you could easily make a couple if you wanted to install them. These collars are
shown in an attachment to this paper. They are relatively cheap, so why not stick them in?
Again, remember that bikes after will have this upgrade already installed. One renewal method
involves cutting off a band with the teeth on it, reversing this band to access the other side
fresh teeth , welding the band back on, and rebalancing the flywheel. Another method is to add
material metal to the worn teeth and re-machine them. See sources at the end of this paper.
Note that pulling the flywheel is not that easy. If you plan to do this yourself and have not done
it before, give me a call for some pointers. This is a fairly common problem in earlier models. If
this is your problem, try the following: Remove your seat and find the hot wire going to your
starter solenoid â€”not hard to locate. Tracing it back from the solenoid is one way to find it.
Now find the connector where the wire from the starter button plugs into this starter lead. And
that is that there is not enough voltage coming from the starter button wire to properly activate
the solenoid. Note that the solenoid has two functions. And second it acts as the STARTER
RELAY by slamming a contact strip forward to make a heavy duty high-amp contact which will
allow the full starting current cranking power to flow through that fat starter cable to turn the
starter motor. It is our theory that in some older wiring systems enough resistance voltage drop
develops in the circuit between the starter button and the starter lead going to the solenoid, so
that the solenoid only works to a point, and not well enough to slam the contact home for a
proper contact. This is the clicking symptom you hear. This can be tested, as noted above, by
first trying to start with the button. Getting just a click, you then try starting by applying a full 12
volts from the battery to the starter lead jumping the hot side of battery straight to the starter
solenoid. If you do get a good start that says you probably have a voltage drop problem. FIX:
You could troubleshoot the entire starter button circuit but there switches and relays involved
in this circuit, so this seemed like a lot of work. And since we found that with a full 12 volts from
the battery to the starter lead we got a good start every time, we decided to go that route and
make it permanent. We ran the wire from the starter button to a Bosch horn relay rugged and
plenty of capacity amps and out the other side to ground, in this case to the negative side of the
battery, but any ground would do. The key here is that there is always enough voltage and
current from the starter button circuit to power the little relay with no problem! An in-line fuse
might be a good addition also. When the starter button is pressed, the relay is switched on. The
bike starts. Neither of us has had a starting problem since. This approach also has the
advantage of retaining all the starting safety features of the bike, since they all cut in before the
new relay. Comments, additions, and corrections are welcome. Questions are also welcome, so
contact me if you have any. And again, please understand that I have not covered starter motor
repairs, pulling flywheels, the removing and reinstalling the side cover, and other mechanical
procedures that go along with working on starter systems.. All of these procedures have their
own challenges. Good luck. They understand Virago starters and can supply you with a new or
rebuilt long-shaft 4 brush starter. Cycletronics Camp Hill, Alabama Same as above. These
people will talk to you, are good to deal with, and know Virago starters. Joel D. Anthony Boise,
Idaho Joel will renew trashed flywheel rotor teeth for less than half the cost of a new rotor. I
have renewed a flywheel with Joel and the work and service were fine. Sadly Dave passed away
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tly, so this great service is no longer available. They have a plug-in connector with pig tail
wires, which makes wiring up the relay easier. Try auto or electronics stores. Radio Shack also
has similar relays. Two recent inputs are worth noting. As noted above drive lever spring collars
PN M are no longer available from Yamaha. Seems like similar collars could be easily made by
owners. One owner stated that he ordered a new starter clutch unit and received one that had
one more teeth on it than the one he was trying to replace on his early Virago We know that this
clutch was redesigned, but had assumed it was the same size. If the new clutches have an
additional tooth, then idler gear 1 would be different as well, and these two units would have to
be replaced as a pair on earlier Viragos. I think he got the wrong clutch, but just make sure you
dealer orders the right one. May 7, Your Yamaha dealer. Search ViragoHelp. Amazing Members.
You be the judge Virago Info â€” Links and Sources.

